
The LOGOS profile is a psychometric assessment that gives
insight into leader values and priorities. It identifies highest and
weakest traits, core drivers and motivations, and ‘role fit’
predicting growth in a role.  Find out more 

For individuals
Insight into your Zone of Genius, the optimal areas of focus to
maximize your potential and investment of time.
Tools to recognize and fortify your weakest traits, preventing
breakdown through strategic hiring and systematization.
Knowledge of your core archetypes to inform inspirational
and motivational goal setting.
 The ability to understand your partners, team, and clients, and
the chemistry within those relationships.
Insight into your leadership style and shadows, and how you
can optimize your style for your team.  How you can leverage
your strengths and minimize weaknesses in relation to your
biggest challenge.

For teams 
Improve team productivity and motivation by aligning roles to
individual strengths.
 Prevent losing your best people by discovering and
empowering the team to speak to others "core drivers".
 Create a customized development map for each team
member to aid growth and engagement.
Identify aspects of talent are present and missing to inform
recruitment, or train new competencies.

What the LOGOs profile offers

LOGOS Profile

The true values, priorities, and growth predictors of you and your people.
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At a Glance

AUDIENCE 

COMMITMENT 

NOT AN ORDINARY
PERSONALITY TEST

3O-4O minute assessment

One-hour 1-to-1 or 9O minute

team coaching debrief

Typical personality assessments measure 4

to 9 traits.  LOGOS measures 63 unique

traits, in seven primary categories,

unlocking over 1.4 trillion possible unique

Zones of Genius giving you the fine details

of your true uniqueness.

Individuals who want to get greater

leverage on change through deep

self discovery.  Leaders who want

to understand their  leadership style

and improve their ability to

understand and lead their team.

TAKE THE
ASSESSMENT

COACH DEBRIEF CODEX REPORT ACTION +
REFLECTION

The Participant Experience 

Complete the LOGOS
assessment, which will

begin the process of deep
self-inquiry.

Unpack your results in a 1-
to-1, or team coaching

session to deepen insights
and clarify development

focuses.

Optional comprehensive
report answering your

deepest questions about
your results, and the shortest

path to your aspirations.

Get started with small
actions. Your coach will
guide you on how to use
reflection to accelerate

growth.

Learn more by bringing insights from the LOGOS profile to you or your organization. adeption.io | hello@adeption.io

https://welcometologos.com/start
https://welcometologos.com/welcome-leaders
https://welcometologos.com/teams-welcome
http://adeption.io/
http://adeption.io/
mailto:hello%40adeption.io?subject=

